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ALLIED AIR FORCES PART IN MUSSOLINI'S DOWNFALL

To a large extent Mussolini’ s position hadbeen made untenable by the power of
the Allied Air Forces* Metropolitan Italy had not been invaded by land but its

ruler saw the writing on the wall* The Italians had lost their African possessions*
Pantellaria and Lampedusa had surrendered under air bombardment; Sicily had been

so weakened that the Allied armies swept Swiftly and with few losses across the

island until only a rapidly narrowing bridgehead remained to the Italians and their

German masters:* Day after day vital industrial targets wore bombed on the length
of the vulnerable "leg” of Italy - oil refineries, aircraft factories, arsenals

and marshalling yards. The Southern Italian airfields had been so blanketed with

bombs and so many aircraft destroyed in their dispersal areas that the Regia
Aeronautica and the Luftwaffe was no longer able to give protection to the large
Italian cities, even those in the densely populatated industrial north.

That was the story Mussolini had to tell Hitler when they met; he did not

need to toll him; that the Italians by themselves could not hope to defend Italy*
But it appeared that Hitler had little comfort to offer. The Luftwaffe was deeply
committed in Russia and Western Europe, It could no longer afford to throw away

aircraft as in Tunisia* Mussolini told his Fascist Grand Council of his unhelpful
talk with Hitler and he was .forced to get out. To a large extent his position had

been made untenable by the power of the Allied air forces*.

For two months since the end of the Tunisian campaign - Italy and its first

line of defence - the Central Mediterranean islands - had reeled under the weight of

3,000 tons of bombs each week. Nearly 4,500 tons of bombs wore dropped on Pantellaria.

in 85 raids before it surrendered* The war crept still closer to Italy's gimcrack

dictator as the heat was turned on Sicily in earnest; preparatory to invasion* The

islands airfields, heavily stocked with German and Italian fighters, were attacked

all round the clock and scores of aircraft were destroyed on the ground*.

What had Italy to counter these devastating air attacks? With the exception
of three fairly modem fighter -types and one bomber typo all the aircraft of the

Regia Aeronautica are obsolescent by modem standards* Italian industry was not

ready for a long war and bombing had made it difficult for the factories to produce

now fighter types*.

The next stage in the air- war in Sicily is now drawing to a close - the

crippling of the enemy’s communications amid the destruction of his supplies wherever

they may be found, on docks, on airfields, in warehouses, or hidden away in roadside

olive groves* But the smashing of communications has been the paramount task, tho

object being to isolate’ the ground forces still clinging to North-East Sicily so that

they find themselves short of ammunition, short of petrol, of water, and rations and

weapons *

There is general confusion* Orders don’t get through and when they do shortage

of vehicles or material prevents them being executed. Ton Arnim admitted that that

was the situation in Tunisia when he was captured; he had been out off from his

troops for hours. That is the last phase before organised resistance ceases* It

is the phase towards which our Tactical fighters and bombers have been working in

Sicily when they shoot up convoys, attack trains, bomb level crossings and road

junctions, blow up bridges. It is not weight of bombs dropped which counts in these

execrations# One small bomb may destroy a bridge and hold up traffic for hours

jamming miles of roads; one burst of cannon may wreck a whole train# Such attacks

don’t made big news but the cumulative effects result in the enemy’s surrender as it

did in Tunisia,

The same task over a wider area is all the while being pursued by big bombers

and long-range patrolling. (aircraft of, the Strategic and Coastal air forces.
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